Star Wars™ Pinball: Balance of the Force Coming Soon for Download
Feel the disturbance in the Force with Three Brand New Star Wars™ Pinball Tables
Los Angeles, CA – September 10, 2013 – The pinball wizards at Zen Studios are pleased to announce Star
Wars™ Pinball: Balance of the Force. The pack features three new tables in the critically acclaimed
pinball series that immerses players in the Star Wars™ universe. The tables will be available for
download on digital stores later this fall.
An announcement trailer and screenshots were released for the new pinball pack, which can be linked
from the Zen Studios YouTube channel or downloaded from the Zen Studios Press Center.
"The ancient Jedi prophecy foretold one who would bring balance to the Force. They probably didn't
imagine that balance would come in the form of two huge, equally matched armadas engaged in
desperate battle above Endor, or in the form of a rogue Jedi nearly eliminating his own order and then,
much later, his Sith master,” said Neil Sorens, Zen Studios Creative Director. “If those prophets could
have seen this all come to pass in the new Balance of the Force pinball tables, they’d be flipping out."
Star Wars Pinball: Balance of the Force table lineup:
The fate of the galaxy is in your hands! Help the rebellion destroy the Sith and the fearsome Death Star
in the Star Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi table. Aid Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess
Leia, Lando Calrissian, R2-D2, and C-3PO in their fight against the Sith in order to restore peace to the
galaxy.
Pay tribute to the Dark Lord of the Sith in a table dedicated to Darth Vader. Use the dark side of the
Force to mercilessly pursue the Jedi and Rebel Alliance and face off with Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luke
Skywalker.
Support the Rebel Alliance's Fleet or the Galactic Empire's Armada, as you lead your side to victory in
Star Wars™: Starfighter Assault. The table features legendary Starfighters like the X-wing and TIE
Fighter, and iconic vessels like the Millennium Falcon and the Death Star II.
Star Wars Pinball: Balance of the Force will integrate seamlessly into existing Star Wars Pinball games
and Zen Studios pinball platforms on digital stores including Xbox LIVE® Arcade, Steam,
PlayStation®Network for PlayStation 3 and PS Vita, Nintendo Wii U eShop, Apple App® Store, Google
Play™, Windows 8, Mac App® Store and Kindle Fire HD.
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About Zen Studios
Zen Studios is a global producer and digital publisher of interactive entertainment software for all
leading game platforms. The company is headquartered in Budapest, Hungary with offices in North
America. Zen Studios has worked with some of the largest intellectual properties in the videogame
industry, including Capcom’s Street Fighter, Tecmo’s Ninja Gaiden, PopCap Games’ Plants vs. Zombies,
Marvel Entertainment and Lucas Arts. Zen’s Pinball FX2 franchise on Xbox LIVE® Arcade is one of the
most popular titles on the platform, has garnered numerous awards, and was named the best selling
game of 2011. For more information about Zen Studios, please visit www.zenstudios.com.
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